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WHITEPAPER

10,000 digital NFT collectibles and avatars. Proof of ownership 

stored on the Binance Smart Chain.



Dogeパンク

DogePunks3Ds (DP3Ds) are digital collectibles that are randomly 

generated. Only 10,000 will ever exist and each NFT will allow owners to 

have their own 3D playable avatar in the upcoming 3D DP3D DogeVerse. 

The DP3D DOGEVERSE consists of a 3D social hub and multiple games in 

an ever-expanding digital environment. Players will compete for high 

scores in daily and weekly play-to-earn competitions where players win 

collectables, equipment, combinator tickets and much more. Every other 

weekend special events will be hosted where players compete to earn big 

BNB prizes along with giveaways to DP3D owners, these prices are 

financed by Combinator and Equipment fees.

DP3Ds are the main characters in a huge DogeVerse of content and 

games! Each DP3D has a unique set of attributes and is created using a 

proprietary algorithm ensuring a fair and random distribution.

Haz Punk, Much doge



The Legendarys
❏ BatDoges increase Special Event prizes & regular game 

prize rarity by 10%. Only 9 exist.

❏ SonicDoges increase Special Event prizes & regular game 

prize rarity by 8%. Only 30 exist.

❏ ZombieDoges increase Special Event prizes & regular 

game prize rarity by 5%. Only 94 exist.
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1200 MINTED 2000 MINTED

Minting Roadmap
多くのドージ

The DP3D team has put much thought into a 

delivery schedule that would result in a minting 

phase filled with reveals and feature launches! As 

more is revealed the whitepaper sections for these 

features will be updated. The DP3D marketplace 

will launch before all DP3Ds are minted to ensure a 

healthy floor price when the DP3D Social hub and 

Games launch.

Delivery schedule3000 MINTED

4000 MINTED 5000 MINTED 6000 MINTED

7000 MINTED 8000 MINTED 9000 MINTED

ALL DP3D MINTED

DP3D Combinator 
reveal and details

DP3D Equipment 
reveal and details

DP3D Social hub reveal 
+

Beta invites round 1

DP3D Combinator 
launches

DP3D Equipment launches 
+ 

1080 DogeSki reveal

DP3D & Equipment 
marketplace launches

Dogger reveal
+

Beta invites round 2

DP3D Equipment 
reveal and details

DP3D Social hub reveal 
+ 

Beta invites round 1

DP3D Social Hub launches
+

First game launches



NFTonomics 経済

The economics of 
DogePunks3D

DogePunks3D has a number of reward structures and upcoming play to earn mechanics. 

These are designed to increase demand for the DP3Ds so as to create a healthy secondary 

market with a rising price floor as well as creating an engaging and competitive game 

environment with big prizes to compete for regularly.

5% of minting fees are reflected to all DP3D holders.
Minting rewards

Any sale of a DP3D or Equipment on the DP3D 

marketplace will incur a 10% tax, 5% of this tax is 

reflected to all DP3D holders the other 5% to the 

original minter of the DP3D.

Marketplace rewards

Every other weekend special events will be hosted with 

BNB prizes. A third of the DP3D Combinator and Equipment 

fees will go directly to special event prize pools!

BNB Prizes

The DP3D Adoption program will buy up any DP3D o ered 

on the DP3D marketplace below current fair market value. 

20% of the DP3D Combinator and Equipment fees will be 

used for this purpose.

Buyback/DP3D Adoption program



DP3D COMBINATOR
アップグレード

The D3PD Combinator takes 2 DP3D’s and combines them to return 

1 new DP3D. After being entered into the Combinator DP3D’s will 

take around 1-2 days to combine and can result in new species, new 

traits or new equipment being discovered! The deflationary nature of 

the DP3D Combinator means the total supply of DP3D’s will 

continually decrease. 33% of the Combinator fees are designated for 

Special event prizes, with an additional 20% being reserved for the 

DP3D adoption program.

More details on the DP3D Combinator will be revealed at 1200 DP3Ds 

minted!



DP3D GEAR
Equipment is used to steer your chances to a particular 

kind of prize in the daily and weekly competitions, as 

well as increase your special event BNB prize rewards. 

Equipment can also be used to show o  in both the 

social hub and games! 

33% of Equipment fees are designated for Special 

event BNB prizes, with an additional 20% being 

reserved for the DP3D adoption program.

犬用ギア
Equipment



Social Hub

DogeVerse
多くのゲーム

The Social hub is a 3D environment for DP3D 

owners to socialize and show o  their DP3D’s and 

equipment, and will be the first part of the 

DogeVerse to be released. It also serves as a 

gateway to all the DP3D games and will o er 

simple social activities and live auction services.

More info will be released at 3000 DP3Ds minted!



The DP3D Team

ABOUT US

The main DogePunks3D team consists of four friends with a technology-focused 

background in (game) development and ETH mining, driven experts each with their 

own expertise areas and strengths. Having di erent backgrounds, nationalities and 

personalities makes us a strong and diverse team who will always collaborate to 

find ways to bundle each other’s strengths to the benefit of DogePunks3D.

In the creation of the DogeVerse additional contractors in di erent fields are and 

have been used that are not part of the core team.


